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Introduction

Largest Potential Markdown
of Perceived Wealth in US
History – 2022 Super
Bubble Crash

as this super bubble unwinds.  

It’s challenging with a busy life to carve out enough time 
to study, research and get positioned.  We wrote this 
guide to help you better understand this situation so 
you can be prepared and not surprised. It is our hope 
that you have the best chance of benefiting from these 
seismic shifts, rather than suffering from them.

We hope you enjoy this eBook. Feel free to reach out to 
our team with any comments or questions.We’d love to 
hear your thoughts!

To your success,

The Avestix Team

Even in the most confusing environments, opportunities 
to build wealth always exist. If you’re prepared, you 
can take advantage of them. If you’re not, you may end 
up going backward. We’ve seen that before in the Dot 
Com bubble and the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. A few 
profited while the vast majority experienced financial 
setbacks that often required years to recover. 
 
Today, we’re arriving at another pivotal time. We are 
entering the largest potential markdown of perceived 
wealth in U.S. history. We’re seeing rumblings now, 
but it won’t play out all at once.  There’s still time to 
position. Regardless, it’s time to get prepared.

This phase began with record quantitative easing by 
the Federal Reserve and other central banks over the 
past decades. The arrival of COVID-19 supercharged 
this process. Suddenly, governments were handing out 
free stimulus checks. As this easy money flowed into 
the hands of those in lockdown, it found its way into 
the fringes of the financial market.  From DogeCoin to 
“meme” stocks to people paying millions of dollars for 
digital art that anyone can download, speculation ruled.

Then, record low interest rates simultaneously fueled 
a housing bubble. Lockdown and a trend toward 
telecommuting motivated homeowners to move or trade 
up. Asset prices soared… most everyone felt wealthier.  

In reality, most of this was little more than a mirage. 
Today, we are starting to see the consequences of this 
fast and loose monetary policy. While day to day, 
things may stabilize, we can expect significant volatility 
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Sect ion 1

What Led to this Super
Bubble? (or Birth of the
Super Bubble)

The COVID-19 pandemic struck in 
early 2020, but the seeds of the super 
bubble were planted much earlier. 

In 2008, the world plunged into the Global Financial 
Crisis. The Federal Reserve stepped in with Quantitative 
Easing to support the economy. This Q.E., also known 
as money printing, was an emergency measure 
designed to stop the country from falling into an even 
worse recession. The problem is that the emergency 
measures continued well after the economy regained its 
footing.

As the country’s finances regained strength, more 
Quantitative Easing ensued. The U.S. wasn’t alone in 
this. Most of its peers were doing some form of money 
printing as well. As of 2016, long after the 2008 crisis, 
over $9 trillion was printed by the Federal Reserve and 
other central banks, flooding the world’s economy with 
money. i

This easy money helped lower interest rates to levels 
never seen in modern history. Deutsche Bank reported 
that over $15 trillion of debt globally was yielding nega-
tive interest rates in August 2019. ii You probably recall 
news reports of people getting paid to borrow. iii

Enter COVID-19
Then the pandemic hit the scene. The government’s 
response included another massive round of money 
printing. This time the total was about 5 trillion dollars, 
paid out to individuals, large and small businesses, 
government agencies and other institutions. iv

Suddenly we found ourselves in lockdowns. People 
were bored. With stimulus in hand, many turned to 
Robinhood and other online stock and option trading 
platforms. Massive speculation occurred, making many 
things further disengage from any semblance of value. 
Suddenly “meme” stocks such as GameStop and AMC, 
which were companies struggling to survive, saw their 
prices doubling or even tripling sometimes within days. 
Later, “NFTs,” or non-fungible tokens, gained popularity. 
These are essentially digital art, sometimes bid up 
to millions of dollars, when in reality, anyone could 
download a copy. v While these technologies might 
have their place later, these valuations were irrational. 

At the same time, the lockdown experience created 
demand for housing. Suddenly, spending 24/7 in one 
house, people wanted more space, more comfort, and 
a better location. The rise of telecommuting freed digital 
workers to live where they wanted to, instead of where 
they had to. So dollars started chasing housing, pushing 
prices up very quickly.
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https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-quantitative-easing-definition-and-explanation-3305881
https://money.cnn.com/2016/09/08/news/economy/central-banks-printed-nine-trillion/index.html
https://money.cnn.com/2016/09/08/news/economy/central-banks-printed-nine-trillion/index.html
https://money.cnn.com/2016/09/08/news/economy/central-banks-printed-nine-trillion/index.html
https://money.cnn.com/2016/09/08/news/economy/central-banks-printed-nine-trillion/index.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/07/bizarro-bonds-negative-yielding-debt-in-the-world-balloons-to-15-trillion.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/07/bizarro-bonds-negative-yielding-debt-in-the-world-balloons-to-15-trillion.html
http://https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/banks-are-paying-people-to-borrow-money-thats-alarming-news-for-the-global-economy/2019/08/13/8eb7b9ca-bada-11e9-a091-6a96e67d9cce_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/banks-are-paying-people-to-borrow-money-thats-alarming-news-for-the-global-economy/2019/08/13/8eb7b9ca-bada-11e9-a091-6a96e67d9cce_story.html
http://
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/03/11/us/how-covid-stimulus-money-was-spent.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-56371912
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-56371912
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-56371912
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Wealth Mirage
At the end of 2021, if you talked to people on the street, 
they would probably have told you that their wealth 
doubled during the pandemic. The stock market rallied, 
and house prices in many areas have risen dramatically. 
Many people made a fortune in bitcoin or other 
cryptocurrencies almost effortlessly.

Clearly, these trillions of dollars of quantitative easing 
have distorted the finances of the country and our 
world. This flood of new money has created an 
overstated view of real wealth, which has encouraged 
huge spending. As a result, the U.S. is finding itself 
in the middle of the 4th super bubble in the past 100 
years. 

One big difference this time, though. The danger is 
much more significant since we’re not just dealing with 
one bubble but several:

Why This One Is Even More Serious
If that wasn’t enough, there are other factors impacting 
this situation. 

• The war between Russia and Ukraine is stressing 
the world’s supply chains, especially with energy. 

• Rising food prices are contributing to spiking 
inflation. 

It’s Not Different This time
As humans, we have  a tendency to forget the past and 
not learn from previous mistakes. Again, there were 
recent rings of the dangerous phrase, “it’s different this 
time.” But is it?  Previous Super Bubbles. 

Stocks

Commodities

Housing

Cryptocurrencies
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Sect ion 2

What is the Likely Impact 
of this Super Bubble?

While we can’t predict the future, 
history can give us hints on what to 
expect with this super bubble. We can 
look to the 1929 crash, the 2000 crash 
and the global financial crisis and 
housing crash of 2008 for clues.

Previous Super Bubbles
This isn’t the first….previously, the U.S. experienced 
other super bubbles.

•	 The Crash of 1929 and The Great Depression. 
During the “Roaring 20s”, the U.S. economy was 
rapidly expanding, and the sky seemed the limit 
for raging stock prices. The Dow raced higher, 
increasing six-fold from 1921 to 1929. Starting in 
September 1929, prices began dropping, and by 
1932, stocks were only worth about 20% of their 
previous value. vi 

•	 The Dot Com Boom and Crash. This bubble 
started in 1995 as the internet started to gain 
popularity. Investors piled into any stock with 
even the remotest connection to the internet. The 
NASDAQ index rose 400% during that time. After 
peaking in October 2002, it then fell 78%. vii 

•	 The 2008 Global Financial Crisis. This event 
was primarily driven by easy credit and relax 
lending practices. The crisis fueled a housing 
bubble backed by questionable mortgages sold 
worldwide, requiring government bailouts to contain 
the financial contagion. The “Great Recession” 
followed, as homeowners found themselves owing 
more than their homes were worth. Many people 

lost their jobs, and the U.S. government coordinated 
a bailout for banks and other financial institutions. viii 

Eventual Deflation and Markdown 
of Wealth
Why are these super bubbles different from ordinary 
booms and busts? These instances usually involved 
multiple factors, which amplified the problems…and the 
aftermath.  

And they all had a common outcome. The fast deflation 
of assets as the bubble came crashing down led to a 
massive markdown of wealth. Sadly, many of those who 
thought they benefited end up losing most of their gains 
and often even more. Only those who saw the bubble 
and acted were usually able to sell and retain their 
profits.  

And while the assets involved usually dropped, the 
baton was often passed to other asset classes that 
benefited from the demise of this bubble (more on that 
later). 

Increase in Wealth Inequality
Because these large bubbles, by nature, tend to pull 
most everyone in, they have another unfortunate side 
effect: an increase in wealth inequality. 

• First-time homebuyers usually end up priced out of 
the market. If the bubble involved real estate, one 
common impact is that it prices out those looking 
to buy. As we see today, in many places, it is simply 
too expensive for a young family to buy a home.  

• Usually, the average investor, not the professional 
or institutional investor, doesn’t realize (or won’t 
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https://www.history.com/news/what-caused-the-stock-market-crash-of-1929
https://www.history.com/news/what-caused-the-stock-market-crash-of-1929
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble#:~:text=Between%201995%20and%20its%20peak,its%20gains%20during%20the%20bubble.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble#:~:text=Between%201995%20and%20its%20peak,its%20gains%20during%20the%20bubble.
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/09/financial-crisis-review.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/09/financial-crisis-review.asp
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acknowledge) the bubble exists until after it bursts. 
So there is no time to get their money out of harm’s 
way. As a result, the retail investor tends to take the 
brunt of the popping of these bubbles. 

Famed market historian and investor Jeremy Grantham
notes that “Evidence is clear but psychologically difficult 
to process” for most investors in a bubble. Hence, most 
fail to act in time. ix That usually results in steep losses. 
Institutional investors, however, who are responsible for 
other people’s money, often can (and have to) maintain 
more discipline. So the entire bubble bursting process 
usually serves to increase the spread between the haves 
and the have-nots. 

This wealth inequality that has resulted from these 
events is more apparent today than ever. The U.S. has 
the highest wealth inequality of developed nations, with 
three men owning more assets than half of the U.S. 
population combined. x 

Of course, there are other causes of wealth inequality. 
Unfortunately, however, asset bubbles and their 
eventual demise seem to simply exacerbate these 
issues. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-22/bubble-expert-jeremy-grantham-addresses-epic-equities-euphoria
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-22/bubble-expert-jeremy-grantham-addresses-epic-equities-euphoria
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-22/bubble-expert-jeremy-grantham-addresses-epic-equities-euphoria
https://inequality.org/facts/wealth-inequality/
https://inequality.org/facts/wealth-inequality/
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Sect ion 3

What is the Expected 
Aftermath of this 
Super Bubble?

We’ve looked at how previous super 
bubbles have played out.  Each is 
different. Using history as our guide, 
what can we infer about the likely path 
ahead? 

Deflation of the Bubble
As noted, we can expect all the bubble markets 
involved to deflate. Our target on each would be the 
asset eventually moving back to the trend that existed 
before the bubble. This is referred to as reverting to the 
mean. 

Martin Tarlie, Research Analyst and Portfolio Manager with 
GMO noted that “when a bubble bursts, mean reversion 
comes back with a vengeance.” xi

Now, predicting when the bubble will burst is difficult. 
Without a crystal ball, it is tough to just know how far 
exuberance will carry an asset class. But once it does 
burst, these markets seem to follow a familiar path in 
reverting to the previous trend.

Whatever Path It Takes, Expect 
Enormous Losses
If you think back to the 2008 or Dot Com crash, it 
seemed like everyone you knew probably got hurt. 
That’s what we can expect here too. Asset prices will 
decline, triggering enormous losses.

Those that were aggressive will be hurt more 
significantly. But even those with only investments in 
their 401(k)s, for example, will likely see sizeable losses. 
In this super bubble, that can mean that we will expect 
total wealth loss will be in the order of $35 trillion in the 
United States alone.

Where Will This $35 Trillion Come 
From?
Let’s take a closer look at how this might play out.

Stocks. As of March 2022, the U.S. stock market was 
worth about $48 trillion. xii Price-earnings ratios help 
determine value and were recently very high historically, 
around 40. If the aggregate price-earnings ratio falls.

Residential Real Estate. According to Zillow, U.S. 
households own real estate worth an estimated $43 
trillion. xiv  This time around, however, U.S. lenders have 
been more disciplined than they were in prior housing 
bubblesxv Census data on median household incomes 
and home sale prices suggest a price to income ratio of 
about 5.5. If this ratio returns to 4.0 – which is still well 
above any levels before the mid-2000s housing bubble 
– this would be a 27% loss of value, over $11 trillion.

The Bond Market. As of the fourth quarter of 2021, 
there was an estimated $52.9 trillion in debt outstanding 
in the U.S. xvi As you are likely aware, the Federal 
Reserve is now in the midst of series of proposed 
interest rate hikes. If interest rates rise a mere 2%, 
real rates would still be well below historical norms. 

https://www.gmo.com/globalassets/articles/white-paper/2019/mt_us-stock-market-bubble-bursting_1-19.pdf
https://www.gmo.com/globalassets/articles/white-paper/2019/mt_us-stock-market-bubble-bursting_1-19.pdf
https://www.gmo.com/globalassets/articles/white-paper/2019/mt_us-stock-market-bubble-bursting_1-19.pdf
https://siblisresearch.com/data/us-stock-market-value/#:~:text=The%20total%20market%20capitalization%20of,(March%2031st%2C%202022).
https://www.currentmarketvaluation.com/models/price-earnings.php
https://www.zillow.com/research/us-housing-market-total-value-2021-30615/
https://www.zillow.com/research/us-housing-market-total-value-2021-30615/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/is-the-u-s-housing-market-heading-for-a-crash-heres-what-the-experts-say-11619023745
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/is-the-u-s-housing-market-heading-for-a-crash-heres-what-the-experts-say-11619023745
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/is-the-u-s-housing-market-heading-for-a-crash-heres-what-the-experts-say-11619023745
https://www.census.gov/topics/housing.html
https://www.sifma.org/resources/research/us-fixed-income-securities-statistics/
https://www.sifma.org/resources/research/us-fixed-income-securities-statistics/
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However, losses on debt securities could approach $6 
trillion.

Other Impacts of These Steep Losses 
Just as easy money and speculation fuel super bubbles 
to the upside, the consequences of large, steep losses 
also have side effects on the downside. As people see 
their assets fall in value, they reign in spending. This can 
slow the economy down severely. 

This can create more momentum on the downside as 
the bubble pops.

How to Avoid the Pain and Take 
Advantage of the Opportunity?  
So, that’s our best estimate of what we think is most 
likely. Of course, we will soon see how it unfolds. The 
take-home message? There will likely be a lot of pain as 
this bubble unwinds.

Now for a critical question: what can you do to minimize 
your losses and, most importantly, take advantage of 
this unique point in time? 
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If you want to make a fortune in the coming months and 
years, you must understand how to build Generational 
Wealth during the Super Bubble Crash. 

Avestix Connecting Opportunities with Capital 
Dedicated to Nurturing Innovation.

Avestix is well position to guide you through the storm and 
to help you to build generation wealth. 

Avestix Group is not your traditional asset manager. We 
seek to leverage disruptive and innovative technologies to 
maximize opportunities, potential and performance based 
on ESG principles. 

Our investor platform connects you with boutique 
investment opportunities that is unique as we see 
opportunities others don’t – and invest like others can’t. 

Interested in how to earn 10x returns, 
invest and create longterm wealth?

Then Avestix Money, Wealth & Investing, 
is the newsletter for you.
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